Welcome to the Selection Guide where you will begin choosing the different cabinetry features that will make your dream design a reality. KraftMaid has an extensive offering of styles, finishes, storage solutions and decorative enhancements, so you can personalize your living space with the perfect combination of cabinetry details. There are many ways to begin your journey.

Creating a personalized living space takes careful planning. This Selection Guide shows you all of the wonderful cabinetry options that are available to you. Choosing your own unique combination of features, from the door style and finish to decorative hardware and enhancements, will bring your own personal style to life. Make sure you order finish and door samples to help finalize your selection.
You may be inspired to choose a finish color first, or perhaps you’ll gravitate toward a certain door style from the very beginning. Just follow your instinct and use the information on the following pages to create your own path. With KraftMaid products, you can design a living space that’s so personal, it could only belong to you.
The KraftMaid Difference

KraftMaid has more than 40 years of experience building quality, customized cabinetry. As you’ll see on the following pages, there are beautiful options for just about everyone. We invite you to enjoy the journey of creating an attractive living space you are proud to call your own.

You Deserve The Best

Standard Cabinetry Features

- Full-depth shelves provide 25% more usable storage space per cabinet than half-depth shelves
- Sturdy 3/4” thick shelves are adjustable for maximum storage capacity
- Special PermaSet™ Bumpers cushion doors for a quiet close
- Concealed hinges are adjustable six ways for optimum door alignment
- Rounded face frames duplicate the appearance of fine furniture and keep hands scrape-free
- Cabinet boxes feature I-beam braces or corner blocks for stability and strength
- The 14-step fine furniture finish process brings out the innate beauty of wood

Standard Drawer Features

- Full-extension, self-closing drawer buffer system provides easy access to contents and closes drawers quietly
- All-wood drawer boxes with dovetail construction provide strength and durability
- Greater clearance between the drawer box and cabinet frame enables storage of larger items

45+ Finish Options
100+ Door Styles
200+ Storage Solutions
1000s of Choices
J.D. Power and Associates ranked KraftMaid Cabinetry “Highest in Customer Satisfaction with Cabinets”*

Don’t take our word for it—listen to your peers. According to the J.D. Power and Associates 2009 Cabinet Satisfaction StudySM, KraftMaid ranked highest in a study that looked at ordering and delivery; price; operational performance; design features; and warranty.

Our extensive product selection gives you endless opportunities for customization. With the highest ranking among cabinet manufacturers in satisfying customers, you also get an added feeling of confidence when you choose KraftMaid Cabinetry.

*KraftMaid Cabinetry received the highest numerical score among cabinetry brands in the proprietary J.D. Power and Associates 2009 Cabinet Satisfaction StudySM. Study based on responses from 1,383 consumers measuring 6 brands and measures opinions of consumers who purchased new cabinetry within the previous 12 months. Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of consumers surveyed in March-April 2009. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com
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FINDING YOUR STYLE

Before you begin the selection process, we recommend finding your personal style with the help of the KraftMaid Inspiration Guide. You can order your very own copy at kraftmaid.com. While you’re on the website, we invite you to learn more about finding your style.

CONTEMPORARY & DYNAMIC
Sleek • Modern • Sophisticated

LUXE TRANSITIONAL
Distinct • Stylish • Striking

CLASSICALLY TRADITIONAL
Authentic • Refined • Time-Honored

LIGHT & TIMELESS
Simple • Streamlined • Functional

NATURAL & WARM
Informal • Inviting • Cozy

What’s Your Style?
kraftmaid.com
SELECTING YOUR FINISH COLOR

KraftMaid offers an exquisite palette of gorgeous furniture finishes and glazes, which add warmth to your cabinetry and home. Whether you love light-colored finishes or rich, dark tones, KraftMaid finishes bring out the innate beauty of your cabinetry. In addition to your personal style, keep the following in mind when selecting a cabinetry finish.

Color Variation Of Finishes

All KraftMaid finishes are hand-crafted; therefore, each door will be unique. In addition, the natural characteristics of wood create color variation that often shows through even when a finish is applied. Door styles with all solid wood components show less variation than those with a veneer center panel. To learn more about finishes and wood types, visit kraftmaid.com.
KraftMaid finish techniques heighten the beauty of wood’s organic characteristics and showcase natural beauty. Each finish technique creates a unique furniture look, while the 14-step fine furniture process and hands-on craftsmanship give each piece of cabinetry its own distinctive style. To complete the finish process, the DuraKraft™ topcoat is applied, oven-cured and hand-sanded between coats for a beautiful, long-lasting finish. KraftMaid finish techniques are explained on the following pages. Use this information to select the finish technique that’s right for you.

REQUEST A FINISH SAMPLE

Choosing the perfect finish combination for your KraftMaid cabinetry is easier than ever. Photography is a great representation of the completed look, but viewing an actual sample will allow you to see how your favorite finish color will really look in your home. Visit kraftmaid.com to order a 4" by 3.25" finish color sample that shows how a finish appears on a wood type. Or you can order a 15" by 15" door sample illustrating a finish on a wood type in a specific door style. For more information about finish color expectations, visit KraftMaid online.
STAINED FINISHES

For a natural look, a stain color is applied, then hand-rubbed into the wood for rich, consistent color coverage.

- Stains enhance the inherent beauty of each wood type. Natural characteristics such as wood grain, mineral streaks and knots become more prominent, which creates lighter or darker effects in the color.
- The color of a stain can vary on the various parts of the same door. End grain and veneer absorb more stain than other wood components of the door, resulting in a darker color.
- Chocolate and Muslin stains include flyspeck highlights. This technique involves a random spattering of a complementary finish color, which adds depth and dimension to the finish.

Availability varies on Maple, Oak, Cherry, Birch and Hickory
HIGHLIGHTED FINISHES

A base stain color is hand-rubbed into the wood for maximum absorption. Next, a highlight glaze is hand-applied to the recesses in the door and drawer fronts, adding depth in color without altering the appearance of the base stain.

- This hand-detailed technique creates an artisan look for your space.
- Highlighted finishes are hand-applied, and no two doors look exactly alike.
- Highlights enhance the details of the door without changing or affecting the base color.

Availability varies on Maple, Oak, Cherry, Birch and Hickory

Glaze highlight color is hand-applied to detail recessed areas
GLAZED FINISHES

A base stain is applied, then a flood coat of glaze is applied and hand-wiped, leaving behind soft tones in the corners and recesses of the door. Next, a highlight glaze is brushed into the corners and recesses by hand to emphasize the subtle variations in color.

- Glazing is a finish process that involves two hand-detailed techniques, so no two doors look exactly alike.
- The initial flood coat of glaze softens the original base stain color. The highlight glaze increases visual depth and interest in the corners and recesses.
- A veneer center panel absorbs more of the glaze, resulting in a slightly darker color than on the solid wood components of the door frame.

Availability varies on Maple, Oak, Cherry and Birch
ANTIQUE-GLAZED FINISHES

For an heirloom look, unfinished doors and drawer fronts are randomly distressed and over-sanded. A base stain is then applied, followed by a flood coat of glaze, softening the initial base stain. Once the glaze is wiped off, a hand-brushed highlight glaze is applied to the recesses of the door and drawer fronts.

- This technique builds on the glazed finish process and gives your cabinetry the character of well-loved antique furniture.
- Flyspeck highlights, a random spattering of a complementary finish color, add depth and dimension to the finish.
- The combination of techniques used here creates an old-world feel of hand craftsmanship, and no two doors look exactly alike.

Availability varies on Maple, Cherry and Birch

Random distressing

Over-sanding on areas of unfinished door and drawer fronts

Glaze finish is applied to entire door, then hand-wiped to create hang-ups in corners and recessed areas

Glaze highlight color is hand-applied to detail recessed areas

Antique Biscotti with Taupe Glaze

Antique Oatmeal with Ebony Glaze

Antique Chocolate with Mocha Glaze
BURNISHED FINISHES

This technique creates the warm, traditional look of fine furniture. Unfinished doors and drawer fronts are randomly distressed then over-sanded. Next, a darkening stain is artistically applied to the corners and raised areas, creating a burnished effect. A base stain is then applied and carefully hand-wiped.

- The very complex process of over-sanding, random distressing and applying burnishing stain produces one-of-a-kind results, and no two doors are exactly alike.
- Burnished Ginger and Burnished Chocolate include flyspeck highlights, which are produced by a random spattering of a complementary finish color, adding depth and dimension.
- Burnished finishes are only available on solid, raised-panel door styles.

Availability varies on Maple, Cherry, Birch and Hickory²

1. Antique Oatmeal with Ebony Glaze receives additional color enhancement on over-sanded areas.
2. The unique qualities of Burnished Finishes cannot be shown on a small sample. To ensure your satisfaction with this finish, we strongly recommend ordering a door sample prior to placing your cabinetry order.
PAINTED FINISHES

Several coats of heavily pigmented semi-opaque stain saturate the wood for rich, beautiful color while allowing some of the natural beauty of the grain to remain visible. KraftMaid uses solid wood as the base material for painted finishes, whereas some other cabinetry manufacturers use engineered wood.

- The characteristics of the wood are less noticeable with painted finishes than with stained finishes.
- Since wood naturally expands and contracts, you may see hairline cracks in the finish surface at the joints. Joint lines are normal and do not affect the strength of the door’s construction.
- Painted finishes are only available on maple due to the more uniform appearance and smooth, clean characteristics of this wood.

Availability varies on Maple

Several coats of heavily pigmented stain are applied for maximum coverage

Joint line

Dove White
Canvas
Biscotti
Willow
Onyx
Available for decorative accents only.
The labor-intensive vintage finish process gives the appearance of heirloom cabinetry that has been well loved and used. The unfinished door and drawer fronts are uniquely distressed and over-sanded. Next, several coats of heavily pigmented stain saturate the wood for a rich, beautiful color that allows the perfect hint of wood grain to show through. The corners and edges of the door and drawer fronts are over-sanded once again, revealing the natural beauty of the cherry wood.

- Multiple steps, including random distressing and over-sanding, create an aged appearance where no two doors look exactly alike.
- As wood naturally expands and contracts, hairline cracks in the joints may occur. Joint lines are normal and do not affect the strength of the door’s construction.

Availability varies on Cherry

Random distressing

Over-sanding on corners and edges of unfinished wood

Finish is over-sanded on corners and edges a second time to reveal beautiful cherry wood
Available in White or Cream, thermofoil cabinet doors feature a flawless, silky-smooth surface. Thermofoil material is applied to medium-density fiberboard (MDF) using an intense heat and pressure-bonding process to ensure durability.

- Made of laminate, thermofoil finish provides a uniform look from door to door and is easy to clean.
- Thermofoil reacts to heat. To protect a thermofoil finish and maintain its warranty, a KraftMaid heat shield is required on cabinetry located next to an oven.
- Prolonged exposure to tobacco smoke will discolor thermofoil finishes, and this side effect is not covered under warranty.

Thermofoil laminate is applied with heat and pressure onto medium-density fiberboard

Face frame is finished to match thermofoil

White

Cream
Choosing Your Door Style

Cabinet doors are the most visible part of your cabinetry and key factors in defining your style and bringing your personality to life. With this in mind, KraftMaid offers many unique door styles for you to choose, including square, arched, slab, raised and recessed panel options. When choosing your door style, you’ll also want to consider the overlay of the door. Overlays affect how much of the cabinet frame shows and can change the appearance of your space from traditional to contemporary. You’ll find an in-depth explanation of overlays below.

Full Overlay
A full overlay door style means that there is very little cabinet frame showing around each door and drawer front, creating a living space with a modern, seamless appearance.

1" Overlay
Door and drawer fronts featuring a 1" overlay leave 1" of the cabinet’s face frame exposed between the doors, resulting in a clean appearance.

1/2" Overlay
Cabinetry designed with ½" overlay door and drawer fronts leaves 2" of the cabinet frame exposed between the doors, creating a more traditional look.
Maple is a strong wood that is primarily off-white in its raw state. However, maple sometimes contains light hues of yellow-brown and pink as well as light tan or reddish-tinged streaks that darken with stain. Typically straight-grained, maple can be wavy or even curly. Hard maple offers more uniformity than other wood types, making it ideal for living spaces that feature a clean, streamlined appearance.

### Stained Finishes

- Muslin
- Natural
- Honey Spice
- Caramel
- Toffee
- Praline
- Cinnamon
- Cognac
- Chestnut

### Glazed Finishes

- Biscotti with Coconut Glaze³
- Canvas with Cocoa Glaze³
- Biscotti with Cocoa Glaze³
- Hazelnut with Mocha Glaze³
- Pewter with Graphite Glaze³
- Ginger with Sable Glaze³
- Garnet with Ebony Glaze³
- Moss with Mocha Glaze³

### Highlighted Finishes

- Natural with Cocoa Highlight¹
- Honey Spice with Mocha Highlight¹
- Praline with Mocha Highlight²
**DESIGN TIP**

An open floor plan is a wonderful opportunity to extend cabinetry beyond the kitchen. Cabinetry provides functional storage and display possibilities, while creating a beautifully balanced appearance everywhere you look. KraftMaid cabinetry has fine furniture detailing, making it easy to carry your style throughout your entire home.

---

**Antique-Glazed Finishes**

- Antique Biscotti
- Antique Oatmeal

1 Not available on Avery, Brookfield or Laurelwood door styles.

2 Only available on Argonne, Astoria, Breckenridge, Breckenridge Cathedral, Chadwick, Courtney, Dresden, Glennberry, Halstead, Huntington, Knollwood, Lindsay, Lockerford, Mandolay, Marquette, Northwicke, Parker House, Rutherford and Sedona door styles.

3 Not available on Avery door style.

4 Physically distressed finish.

5 Not available on Avery, Belmont, Bridgewater, Bridgewater Cathedral and Glasbern door styles.

6 Only available on Astoria, Breckenridge, Breckenridge Cathedral, Courtney, Glennberry, Halstead, Knollwood, Lindsay, Lockerford, Marquette Full Overlay, Rutherford and Westboro door styles.

7 The unique qualities of Burnished Finishes cannot be shown on a small sample. To ensure your satisfaction with this finish, we strongly recommend ordering a door sample prior to placing your cabinetry order.

8 Not available on Avery and Mandolay door styles.

9 Available for decorative accents only.

For detailed information on each finish technique, please see pages 9 – 16.
Maple Door Styles

Full Overlay

Amhurst\(^1\)
Argonne Maple
Astoria Maple
Atwater\(^1\)
Atwater Cathedral\(^{1,2}\)
Avery
Breckenridge Maple

Breckenridge Maple Cathedral\(^2\)
Bridgewater\(^1\)
Bridgewater Cathedral\(^{1,2}\)
Brookfield Maple\(^1\)
Chadwick Maple
Chamberlain Maple
Courtney Maple

Dresden Maple
Glennberry Maple Square
Halstead Maple
Huntington\(^3\)
Knollwood Maple Square
Laurelwood Maple
Lindsay Maple
1 Decorative five-piece drawer front option available with this door style.
2 Arched wall doors come with square doors on bases.
3 A simple, solid drawer front option is available with this door style.

For finish availability, see pages 18 – 19. For more information on door overlays, see page 17.
Putnam Maple | Canvas
Putnam Cherry | Cinnamon
Astoria Maple | Canvas with Cocoa Glaze
Astoria Cherry | Chocolate
Putnam Maple | Canvas
Oak has a prominent, open grain ranging in color from white to yellow to reddish brown. Occasionally streaked with green, yellow or black mineral deposits, red oak has a strong grain that often varies from closely knit to a distinctive, sweeping arch pattern. The grain patterns of quartersawn, red oak are more subtle, resulting in a cleaner look than traditional oak.

**Stained Finishes**

- Muslin
- Natural
- Honey Spice
- Toffee
- Fawn
- Autumn Blush
- Cognac
- Kaffé
- Peppercorn

**Highlighted Finishes**

- Natural with Cocoa Highlight
- Honey Spice with Mocha Highlight

**Glazed Finishes**

- Chocolate with Mocha Glaze
- Moss with Mocha Glaze

---

**DESIGN TIP**

Don't hide your beautiful china or family heirlooms behind solid doors. Use clear or textured glass to display your favorite treasures. Showcasing collectibles adds visual focal points and personalizes your space for an original look that is uniquely your own.

---

¹ Not available on Brookfield door style. For detailed information on each finish technique, please see pages 9 – 16.
Oak Door Styles

Full Overlay

- Abington Oak
- Brookfield Oak
- Marquette Oak Roman – Full\(^2,3\)
- Marquette Oak Square – Full\(^3\)

1/2" Overlay

- Marquette Oak Roman – Half\(^2,3\)
- Millton
- Ridgefield\(^2\)
- Saranac\(^2\)
- Stockton

1" Overlay

- Heirloom\(^2\)
- Vintage

1 Decorative five-piece drawer front option available with this door style.
2 Arched wall doors come with square doors on bases.
3 A simple, solid drawer front option is available with this door style.
4 Quartersawn door style.

For finish availability, see page 24. For more information on door overlays, see page 17.
Cherry is a rich, multi-colored hardwood, often used in fine furniture. In its raw state, cherry has pinkish-brown hues with occasional shades of white, green, pink or gray. Small gum pockets, streaks, pin knots and figures are common wood characteristics. Natural or light stains accent the color variations in cherry, while very dark stains soften its complexity. All cherry wood naturally darkens or “mellows” with age.
**Burnished Finishes**

- Burnished Ginger
- Burnished Chocolate
- Burnished Autumn Blush
- Burnished Cabernet

**Vintage Finishes**

- Vintage Dove White
- Vintage Canvas
- Vintage Biscotti
- Vintage Willow
- Vintage Onyx

**DESIGN TIP**

A good lighting scheme contains a mixture of various types of fixtures to enhance the room. Adding layers of lighting creates contrast, which increases drama and functionality within a space. This kitchen features task lighting over the cooktop and workspace to make food preparation easier. Decorative fixtures illuminate the island to provide ambient light for meals. Interior and below-cabinet lighting showcase treasured items to add visual interest.

---

1 Not available on Brookfield, Laurelwood and Saratoga door styles.
2 Not available on Saratoga door style.
3 Physically distressed finish.
4 Only available on Astoria, Bradford, Breckenridge, Breckenridge Cathedral, Courtney, Glennberry, Greenwich, Halsted, Knollwood, Lindsay, Lockeford, Marquette Full Overlay and Rutherford door styles.
5 The unique qualities of Burnished Finishes cannot be shown on a small sample. To ensure your satisfaction with this finish, we strongly recommend ordering a door sample prior to placing your cabinetry order. For detailed information on each finish technique, please see pages 9 – 16.
Cherry Door Styles

Full Overlay

3/8”
1 Arched wall doors come with square doors on bases.
2 Decorative five-piece drawer front option available with this door style.
3 A simple, solid drawer option front is available with this door style.
4 This rustic cherry door style includes some combination of knots, wormholes and mineral streaks, reflecting the characteristics inherent in this wood type.

For finish availability, see pages 28 – 29.
For more information on door overlays, see page 17.

1/2" Overlay

Marquette Cherry
Northwicke Cherry
Parker House Cherry
Putnam Cherry²

Grandview
Grandview Cathedral³

Marquette Cherry
Marquette Cherry

Roman – Half³
Square – Half³

1" Overlay

Rutherford Cherry
Saratoga
Sedona Cherry³

Cherry Court¹
Cherry Forge
Cherry Summit¹
Mandolay Cherry
|
Cognac
|
Marquette Cherry Square – Full
|
Vintage Willow & Vintage Onyx
BIRCH

Birch is a medium-density hardwood with a distinct, moderate grain pattern that ranges from straight to wavy or curly. The predominant sapwood color is white to creamy yellow, while the hardwood varies in color from medium or dark brown to reddish brown, which may result in color variation within the same door.
Stained Finishes

Muslin
Natural
Honey Spice
Caramel
Toffee

Praline
Cinnamon
Chocolate
Cognac
Chestnut

Kaffé
Cabernet

Highlighted Finishes

Natural with Cocoa Highlight
Honey Spice with Mocha Highlight

Antique-Glazed Finishes

Antique Biscotti with Taupe Glaze
Antique Chocolate with Mocha Glaze

Burnished Finishes

Burnished Ginger
Burnished Praline

Birch Door Styles

Full Overlay

Brookfield Birch
Dalton
Durango Birch
Fairport
Mandolay Birch

---

1 Not available on Durango door style.
2 Not available on Brookfield door style.
3 Physically distressed finish.
4 Only available on Durango door style.
5 The unique qualities of Burnished Finishes cannot be shown on a small sample. To ensure your satisfaction with this finish, we strongly recommend ordering a door sample prior to placing your cabinetry order.
6 Decorative five-piece drawer front option available with this door style.
7 This rustic birch door style includes some combination of knots, waney edge, and mineral streaks, reflecting the characteristics inherent in this wood type.

For detailed information on each finish technique, please see pages 9 – 16.
For more information on door overlays, see page 17.
Mandolay Birch | Honey Spice & Cabernet | Fairport | Honey Spice with Mocha Highlight & Antique Chocolate with Mocha Glaze
Hickory is a strong, open-grained wood that is known for its flowing grain pattern and dramatic variation in color. Hickory often contains random pecks, burls and mineral streaks. A single hickory door may vary from light to deep brown when finished in light or natural stains. Darker stains will mildly tone these color variations.

Stained Finishes

- Muslin
- Natural
- Honey Spice
- Sunset
- Praline
- Cognac
- Kaffé

Highlighted Finishes

- Natural with Cocoa Highlight
- Honey Spice with Mocha Highlight

Burnished Finish

- Burnished Praline

DESIGN TIP

Bringing the rustic beauty of nature indoors creates a warm, intimate setting. Shown here in a natural finish, the Durango door style also pairs beautifully with our Burnished Praline finish, which accentuates the rustic appearance. The result is a relaxed, understated atmosphere that’s inspired by nature and creates the perfect everyday getaway.

1 Not available on Brookfield door style.
2 Only available on Durango and Marquette Full Overlay door styles.
3 Physically distressed finish.
4 The unique qualities of Burnished Finishes cannot be shown on a small sample. To ensure your satisfaction with this finish, we strongly recommend ordering a door sample prior to placing your cabinetry order.

For detailed information on each finish technique, please see pages 9 – 16.
Hickory Door Styles

**Full Overlay**

Abington Hickory  
Bedford

Brookfield Hickory

Durango Hickory

Kingsbury

Marquette Hickory  
Roman – Full

Marquette Hickory  
Square – Full

**1” Overlay**

Fairhaven Cathedral

Hickory Ridge

**½” Overlay**

Berkeley

Marquette Hickory  
Roman – Half

Westwood

Marquette Hickory  
Square – Half

---

1 Arched wall doors come with square doors on bases.
2 A simple, solid drawer front option is available with this door style.
3 Decorative five-piece drawer front option available with this door style.
4 This rustic hickory door style includes some combination of knots, wormholes and mineral streaks, reflecting the characteristics inherent in this wood type.

For finish availability, see page 38. For more information on door overlays, see page 17.
**DESIgn Tip**

With a little forethought and planning, you can turn any room into an efficient workplace, which makes everyday chores and projects much more pleasant. Abundant storage organizes supplies while expansive workspaces are essential for sorting, folding and arranging clothes as well as sewing and crafting. Make sure you incorporate ample lighting to make your tasks easier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHITE FULL OVERLAY</th>
<th>CREAM FULL OVERLAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashfield</td>
<td>Ashfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evana</td>
<td>Evana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evana Cathedral</td>
<td>Evana Cathedral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findlay</td>
<td>Findlay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findlay Cathedral</td>
<td>Findlay Cathedral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northbrook</td>
<td>Sydney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarcrest</td>
<td>Sheridan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheridan</td>
<td>Sydney</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Arched wall doors come with square doors on bases.
2 A simple, solid drawer front option is available with this door style.
For detailed information on each finish technique, please see pages 9 – 16.
For more information on door overlays, see page 17.
GLASS DOORS

You can add personality and visual interest to your space with glass doors. Whether metal or wood doors fit your style, KraftMaid offers an extensive selection of glass inserts. Clear, beveled or mullion designs enable you to show off your treasures and collectibles, whereas smoky, frosted, silk and layered styles obscure cabinet contents while creating an intriguing focal point. Whichever glass doors you choose, be sure to add interior cabinet lighting for an even greater impact. Lighting solutions can be found on pages 68-69.

Classic Glass

Create a clean and timeless look with classic glass. Choosing clear glass, with or without simple bevels, provides a beautiful way to showcase family treasures and collectibles.

Bistro
Clear glass.

Prism
Clear, beveled glass.
Textured Glass

Choose from a variety of patterns to create a translucent view of cabinet interiors and objects stored behind the door. The shapes and colors of the objects remain visible, but their lines are diffused.
Etched Glass

Linear patterns are etched on clear glass or an overall fine, sanded texture for a decorative appearance. The large variety of etched glass patterns provides options of drawing attention to cabinet interiors and contents or obscuring them.

Keystone
Frosted lines in a basket weave design.

Linen
Clear linen weave design.

Lisbon
Etched groove with polished center and frosted edges.

Modern
Etched tempered glass with a 1" clear bevel.

Montrose
Etched groove with polished center and frosted edges.

Mystic
Acid etched mirror.

Portico
Etched groove with polished center and frosted edges.

Prairie
Etched polished v-groove.

Rhythm
Clear rectangles in an open weave design.

Satina
Etched tempered glass.

Tapestry
Obscured glass etched in a diagonal pattern.

Villa
Clear glass etched to resemble divided window panes.

Vineyard
Frosted safety glass with clear grape design.
Layered Glass

Combines the durability of tempered glass with a choice of unique materials to create a special effect through color or pattern. The material is “sandwiched” between the glass layers for easy cleaning.
Mullion Glass

Combine the beauty of wood mullion dividers with the reflective qualities of clear or textured glass. Wood mullions coordinate with the door style and finish of your choice. Antiquity, Bistro and Ravenna glass inserts offer a range of views into the cabinet interior, so items behind the glass can be in full view or slightly obscured.
1 Only available on Melrose and Morristown door styles.
2 Available with blackened pewter on zinc or nickel caming.
3 Only available on Sedona Maple and Sedona Cherry door styles.
Mullion design availability varies by door style selection. Please see your kitchen design specialist for details.
Camed Glass

Create an artistic statement with designs using cut glass and zinc caming. The lines of the caming add stylish detail while creating visual interruptions in the glass and the objects displayed behind it.
Gothic Arch
Beveled stars.
Zinc caming.

Haledon
Ravenna patterned glass. Polished brass on zinc caming.

Harmony Black
Ravenna field with patterned glass. Black on zinc caming.

Harmony Copper
Ravenna field with patterned glass. Copper on zinc caming.

Harmony Satin
Ravenna field with patterned glass. Zinc caming.

Impressions Black
Ravenna field with clear beveled accents. Black on zinc caming.

Wintrey
Clear beveled glass. White on zinc caming.

Yorkshire
Clear glass. Zinc caming.

1 Only available on Melrose and MorningsTown doors styles.
Aluminum Framing

Glass surrounded by metal offers another unique opportunity to make your cabinetry your own. Choose from two aluminum-framed door styles and a variety of glass inserts to create the perfect look – from simple and understated to bold and eye-catching. Either choice will help bring your style to life.

**Fresco**
Face-mounted glass; aluminum frame appears through glass.

**Vetro**
Rear-mounted glass; glass sits behind 2-1/16" brushed aluminum frame.

Aluminum Integrated Pull — 3042
For use on aluminum glass doors.

Aluminum Integrated Angled Pull — 3043
For use on aluminum glass doors.

Glass Inserts Available for Fresco and Vetro Door Styles

- Bistro - Clear Glass
- Dolace
- Glisten
- Ice Crystal
- Illusion
- Mirage
- Mystic
- Pearlescence
- Satina
- Silk
- Silver Screen
- Windswept
DECORATIVE HARDWARE

Customize the look of your cabinetry with your choice of more than 100 decorative hardware options. From the simple to the extravagant, KraftMaid offers a large selection of quality, decorative hardware to create cabinetry with your own unique style.

Nickel Hardware

- Satin Nickel Medium Football Knob 3015
- Satin Nickel Plaza Knob 3011
- Satin Nickel Knob 3013
- Satin Nickel Tapered Bow Pull in various sizes 3018, 3019, 3020, 3021
- Satin Nickel Bow Pull 7040
- Brushed Nickel Oval Knob 7017
- Satin Nickel Serrated Knob 3009
- Satin Nickel Serrated Pull 3010
- Matte Nickel Suitcase Pull 7033
- Satin Nickel Federal Knob 7100
- Satin Nickel Federal Pull 7101
- Satin Nickel Dog Bone Knob 3022
- Satin Nickel Diminishing Pull 3012
- Satin Nickel Wave Pull 3017
- Sterling Nickel Pull 1333
- Satin Nickel Dog Bone Pull in two sizes 3023, 3024
**DESIGN TIP**

Decorative hardware adds personal expression to your space and makes cabinets more accessible. With today’s open floor plans, coordinating hardware throughout the entire home creates a nice flow from one room to another. Create a unified look and feel to your home by incorporating your favorite decorative hardware wherever it fits.
Copper Hardware

- Brushed Copper Classic Knob 3040
- Brushed Copper Ribbed Knob 3001
- Brushed Copper Classic Cup Pull 3041
- Brushed Copper Ribbed Bow Pull 3002
- Copper Knob 7007
- Copper Cup Pull 7032

Distressed Hardware

- Distressed French Lace Knob 7080
- Distressed French Lace Pull 7081
- Distressed French Lace Ring Pull 7082
- Distressed Birdcage Knob 7083

Antique Hardware

- Antique Knob 7025
- Antique Pull in various sizes 7026, 7104, 7105, 7106

Iron Hardware

- Weathered Iron Knob 7036
- Weathered Iron Ribbon and Reed Knob 7069
- Weathered Iron Pull 7037

Wood Hardware

- Oak Square Knob 7023
- Round Oak Knob 7076
- Round Maple Knob 7077
- Maple and Stainless Knob 7072
- Maple and Stainless Pull 7073

Other Hardware:

- Oil Rubbed Bronze Federal Pull
- Solid Brass Bronze Finish Knob
- Satin Nickel Tapered Bow Pull
DECORATIVE MOLDING

Add a personal touch with decorative enhancements, and make a dramatic difference to the look of your space. KraftMaid offers many levels of molding, from basic to premium, to meet your style preferences. Hand-crafted moldings are made from the same solid wood as our cabinetry and finished to match. On the following pages, you’ll see a sampling of the extensive collection of KraftMaid moldings. To see the entire selection, please visit kraftmaid.com.

Molding Options

1 Above-Cabinet Molding
2 Below-Cabinet Molding
3 Matching End Panel
4 Baseboard Molding
5 Post and Leg
6 Ceiling Molding
7 Onlay
8 Corbel

Basic Molding Options
Enhanced Molding Options

Premium Molding Options
Create architectural elegance and a custom look. For added drama, consider stacking moldings and adding inserts.

Above-Cabinet Molding

For that finishing touch, integrate light-ready molding designs and under-cabinet lighting for the perfect blend of form and function.

Below-Cabinet Molding

Ornaments, Onlays And Corbels

Add decorative detail to wall hoods, cabinet fronts, at-ceiling treatments, above-cabinet molding stacks, window casing and fireplace surrounds.
Create personalized touches throughout your home by combining molding to invent custom design treatments.

Special Applications

Base Cabinet Feet

Give cabinetry throughout your home the look of fine furniture detailing.

Base Cabinet Legs

Accentuate cabinetry and create focal points in your kitchen – from sink bases and islands to eating areas and furniture applications.
WALL HOODS

Create a custom, integrated look in your kitchen with designer wall hoods. Today’s style trends call for wood or metal wall hoods that make your cooking area the focal point of your kitchen. Choose a distinctive design that beautifully showcases your style. Here are a few examples of the wide variety of options available that match or complement KraftMaid door styles and finishes. To see the entire selection, please visit kraftmaid.com.

Decorative Wood

Wall Hood Classic Chimney Raised Panel Valance — V-Grooved

Wall Hood Matching Straight Valance

Wall Hood Mantle Ensemble

COMMERCIAL-GRADE BLOWER SYSTEM

KraftMaid’s commercial-grade blowers are perfect for today’s high-end appliances and feature an easy-to-clean, internal coating.
Stainless

Stainless Bow Front Hood

Stainless Peninsula Chimney

Stainless Wall Chimney

Classic Chimney

Wall Hood Classic Chimney — Artisan

DESIGN TIP

Work with your kitchen design specialist to add flair to this basic wall hood using tile, paint or a variety of other options. With a little imagination, the design possibilities are endless.
HARMONY STORAGE SOLUTIONS

You can create a room that has the perfect blend of function and beauty with Harmony storage solutions. Exclusively from KraftMaid, Harmony storage solutions offer more than 200 options that are functional yet attractive. You can bring balance to your life by organizing cabinetry, controlling clutter and saving space. With the addition of Harmony storage solutions, cabinetry looks great on the outside and works smart on the inside. A small sampling of Harmony storage solutions is shown here. Please visit kraftmaid.com to view the entire collection.

Food Storage

Base Super Storage  Lazy Susan Corner
Wall Pantry Pull-Out  Tall Pantry Pull-Out  Multi-Storage Pantry  Wall Reverse-A-Shelf
Tableware

- Pegged Drawer Organizer
- Wood Tiered Drawer Storage
- High Back Roll-Out Trays

Preparation

- Pull-Out Table
- Knife Section Cutting Center
- Base Mixer Shelf
- Microwave Cooking Center Drawer Storage
Cleanup

- Tall Cleaning Supply Pull-Out
- Sink Base Door Storage Unit
- Base Top Mount Wastebasket/Recycling Center

Home Office

- Desk Double File Drawer
- CD/DVD Roll-Out Tray
- Desk Wastebasket Cabinet
- Wine Storage Cabinet
- Vanity Hamper Basket
- Vanity Pantry Pull-Out
LIGHTING

The right lighting can brighten any space and ease any task. KraftMaid offers a large selection of well-balanced lighting solutions to create the perfect environment for your home. Ask your kitchen design specialist to include professional lighting in your new room design.
Above-Cabinet Lighting

Linkable Light Strips

Decorative Task Lighting

Below-Cabinet Lighting

Puck Lights

Fluorescent Light Strips

Decorative Cabinet Lighting (Xenon)

Interior Cabinet Lighting

Interior Cabinet Lighting

Interior Drawer Lighting

Low-Voltage Lighting Kits
PASSPORT SERIES CABINETRY

The KraftMaid Passport Series is recognized as a leader in accessible cabinetry. It’s the perfect choice for people with physical or height limitations, multigenerational households or simply accommodating all stages of life. The Passport Series offers innovative solutions that improve usability, convenience, efficiency and maneuverability, while providing fine design features at a more affordable price than expensive custom cabinetry.

PASSPORT SERIES ACCOLADES

- The Passport Series is certified for Universal Design by the Institute for Technology Development.
- This cabinetry bears the “User Tested” seal, having undergone extensive testing by individuals with varying physical abilities.
Pull-Out Table
This table fully extends to make eating and working more accessible. Easy-to-use decorative hardware is beneficial for limited dexterity.

Elevated Toe Kick
The 9" by 6" toe kick offers space for wheelchairs and mobility assistive devices and raises base cabinets to a comfortable height.

Island With Lighted Interior
For cooking, storage or casual dining, the multi-purpose island has a lighted interior for easily finding items and doubling as an attractive safety light.

Lower Wall-Oven Cabinet And Desk Area
Cooking is made easier and the organizational features simplify home management.

Raised Dishwasher Cabinet
The taller dishwasher reduces bending and lifting to make daily chores easier.

Tambour Storage
Keep small appliances within easy reach, but out of sight.
KRAFTMAID QUALITY

Made with some of the highest quality features in the industry, KraftMaid cabinetry is made to last a lifetime. You can feel confident in the products you select knowing they are made using stringent manufacturing standards. Detailed craftsmanship and exceptional quality go into every

Standard Cabinetry Features

A Softer Edge
Face frames have a rounded edge to duplicate the appearance of fine furniture detailing and keep hands and wrists safe from scrapes.

Peace And Quiet
Special PermaSet Bumpers are made from a pliable material that is securely held in place to cushion doors and drawers for a quiet close.

Strategic Alignment
The carefully concealed hinges are adjustable up to six ways for optimum door alignment.

Superior Storage And Construction
The sturdy ¾" thick, full-depth shelves provide 25% more usable storage space per cabinet than half-depth shelves and are adjustable for maximum storage capacity. KraftMaid also uses I-beam construction on all base cabinets and vanities, which improves durability and ensures level installation.
product, giving you the best value available in fine cabinetry. You can rest assured that you’re getting the highest quality because KraftMaid cabinetry is backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty. For details, visit kraftmaid.com.

Standard Drawer Features

Built-In Value
Standard on every cabinet,1 our full-extension, self-closing drawer buffer system extends past the face frame, providing easy access to kitchen tools, and closes drawers quietly every time.

Made to Last
Our standard ¾“ thick, solid wood drawer box feature dovetail construction to ensure superior strength and durability. Greater clearance between the drawer box and cabinet face frame enables storage of larger items.

1 Some special-application drawers excluded.
PROJECT PLANNING

When you’re visiting the KraftMaid website ordering your finish color or door sample, make sure to check out all the project planning tools. The resources you need to make your dream a reality are at your fingertips, from checklists and reminders to tips and ideas, and they’re all designed to help you easily handle your project and make the journey go smoothly.

As always, if you need any help requesting your samples or planning your project, please see your authorized KraftMaid retailer for assistance.
NEXT STEPS

You’ve found your inspiration, discovered your personal style and selected the wood type, finish and other features that will create the living space of your dreams. What’s next? Requesting a sample. The photography in this Selection Guide is a great representation of what KraftMaid has to offer, but it’s important to see an actual sample of your favorite wood type and finish color in your home so you can feel confident in your purchase. Visit kraftmaid.com to order a 4" by 3.25" finish color sample that shows how a finish appears on a wood type. Or you can order a 15" by 15" door sample illustrating a finish on a wood type in a specific door style.
The photography and color samples shown in this book have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies permit and are for representation only. To ensure the highest satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual product sample prior to ordering cabinetry.

J.D. Power and Associates ranked KraftMaid Cabinetry “Highest in Customer Satisfaction with Cabinets”

KraftMaid Cabinetry received the highest numerical score among cabinet brands in the proprietary J.D. Power and Associates 2009 Cabinet Satisfaction StudySM. Study based on responses from 1,383 consumers measuring 6 brands and measures opinions of consumers who purchased new cabinetry within the previous 12 months. Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of consumers surveyed in March-April 2009. Your experiences may vary.

Visit jdpower.com